
UPDATE FROM LGGA

 

 
 

Model for managing hazard information 

National storage for large spatial assets

National land use project
 

LGGA members will now undertake detailed planning for these three before

we get them underway.  Look out for more information on these.

A joint project for management of LiDAR is a project that is currently

underway (see Glen’s article). Auckland Council gave the LGGA a presentation

on their LiDAR capture project covering lessons learned. As eight of the

regions of NZ are about to also start their capture it was a very valuable

presentation. 

Since the meeting Diana Ocsko from Hastings District Council has   resigned. 

We thank Diana for her contributions over the last couple of years.   We

welcome Hellen Munro from Hawkes Bay Regional Council back to the LGGA.
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Welcome to the Spring edition with articles, links to posts and

updates in the GIS Toolkit to check out. The LGGA met in

Auckland post the NZEUC conference during August. We

welcomed John Stowell, West Coast RC.  

We discussed the work plan for the next year.  Top three new

projects are:
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Drones in Local Government
John Stowell I  Senior GIS Analyst  I  West Coast Regional Council

Over the past few years, drones have quickly transformed

from a fun hobby at home into an essential business tool

for a number of Councils around New Zealand. The

technology is rapidly advancing, and it is now easier than

ever to plan and fly areas to ultimately create

an  orthomosaic  or 3D mesh model for further use and

integration into your GIS workflows.    
 

Drones are a reliable data source and common examples

of further analysis include: 3D modelling, engineering

designs, slope analysis, volumetric calculation, asset

inspections, coastal erosion monitoring, situational

awareness for civil defence, regulatory inspections and

more.   
 

When used effectively, drones can save time and money

across many departments. For example, rather than

sending staff to manually measure areas of a mine or

quarry that have been disturbed, the area could be

mapped in 30 minutes or less, with a basic map ready for

calculation shortly afterwards. Health and safety is

another advantage as you don't need to move around a

dangerous site to gather data. It takes a little work but the

benefits will be wide-ranging. 
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Some relevant use cases are included below.
 

Example use cases for Regional Councils:  
Compliance monitoring purposes, mapping coastal
erosion / tracking changes over time, mapping
quarries or mines for area and volume calculation,
assessing land or river changes after heavy rainfall
events, situational awareness for civil defence
events.
 
Example use cases for District Councils:  
Regulatory inspection purposes, mapping road
washouts, bridge inspections, construction site
progress reports, mapping cemeteries and plots.
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What's new in the GIS Toolkit? 
We have had two new additions to the GIS Toolkit on the website. Duane Wilkins has created an excellent
StoryMap on how to take your StoryMaps to the next level. Gill Lawrence has created a valuable resource to
help when creating a geospatial strategy. You can find these below.

Duane Wilkins Gill Lawrence 

https://www.lgga.org/gis-toolkits
https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/80eae0d6001c451f89c27aafb310331a
https://www.lgga.org/geospatial-strategy-development
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Between July 8 - 12, 2019, the World ESRI
User Conference was held in San Diego.
This is the world’s largest Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) conference.
Nathan McKinley from the Canterbury
Maps team was lucky enough to attend the
conference. 
 
Nathan submitted the vector-tile basemap
of Land Information New Zealand's Topo50
map series that he had created into the
ESRI Map Gallery competition.
 
 
 

Screens don't do this map justice. If you want to grab yourself a copy, click the link here to download the map to
your computer. It would make a great gift as a framed picture. All you need to do is take the high resolution
download to Warehouse Stationary or a similar printing facility to print, grab yourself a frame and voila!  

Award Winning Map of Banks Peninsula
Michaela  Bould I  Geospatial Technical Support  I  Environment Canterbury

Nathan McKinley's award winning Map of Banks Peninsula

This map highlights the topographical
features of Banks Peninsula and a portion of
Christchurch. 

His submission was entered with 811 others and was voted first place in the Reference Map category – an
outstanding achievement! Nathan is the expert behind the new vector basemaps available for use on Canterbury
Maps. Keep an eye out for the Canterbury-wide version of his map available on the site in the near future.

Whakatane hillshade generated from LiDAR

Provincial Growth Fund 
LiDAR Project

Glen Clarkin I  Geospatial Team Leader I Bay
of Plenty Regional Council

The initial stages of the national LiDAR capture project
are progressing nicely with the tender currently open on
GETS and the evaluation process about to get underway. 
 
The project kicked off earlier in the year when Land
Information New Zealand (LINZ) announced it was
looking to partner with councils after $19 million was
made available for national LiDAR capture through a
successful application to the PGF. There are 8
regional/unitary councils who have committed to
Tranche 1 of the programme.
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https://apps.canterburymaps.govt.nz/CanterburyMaps/BanksPeninsulaMap.tif
https://canterburymaps.govt.nz/
https://canterburymaps.govt.nz/
https://apps.canterburymaps.govt.nz/CanterburyMaps/BanksPeninsulaMap.tif


What will we be getting?
The LiDAR will be all be captured at the National Standard specification
allowing for a consistent dataset across the country. All data will be made
open via creative commons licencing. The standard spec includes: 
 

2 pulses per sq. m 
20cm vertical accuracy (NZVD2016) 
Point cloud - ground, water, vegetation, buildings classified 
1m DEM and DSM (GeoTIFF)

 

The regions involved have spent the last few months working with LINZ
to get the tender documentation completed.  

LiDAR capture extents - Tranche 1

The regions involved are; Bay of Plenty, Canterbury, Hawkes Bay, Marlborough, Southland, Tasman Waikato

and West Coast. Otago and Taranaki have expressed interest in submitting an application for Tranche 2 which

will begin in 2020. Northland, Auckland, Gisborne and Wellington have either recently completed capture or

have capture programmes in progress.
 

LiDAR capture proposed in the 8 regions will provide data for over half of New Zealand’s land area. Once the

initiative is complete, New Zealand’s total LiDAR coverage should increase to approximately 80% from 10%

currently.

 

Some of the high level upcoming dates are in the table to
the left. Once the tender process is complete and
contracts are signed, we will have more detail on flying
schedules for each region. 
 

We will continue to provide updates as the project
progresses.  Keep an eye out for more information in
future newsletters and on the LGGA website.

KEY MILESTONE

Tender closing date 
Tender moderation (with
Council input) 
Contract(s) awarded
Proposed capture start dates 
Desired capture end date
(entire programme) 

SCHEDULED DATE

4 September 2019
23-25 September 2019
 
Mid November 2019
Late November 2019
 
November 2023
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River Names Pilot 
Douglas Kwan I  Senior Location Data Analyst Topography  I  LINZ

LINZ is pleased to release two new pilot datasets on the LINZ Data Service (LDS): 
 

NZ River Name Lines (Pilot) 
NZ River Name Polygons (Pilot) 

 
These are the first openly available rivers datasets providing full coverage of mainland New Zealand with names
attributed to river geometries.  The datasets on the LDS include further details in the metadata and a link to the
data dictionary. 
 
Feedback
 This pilot will help us to understand the benefit of combining river names and location and other potential river
data improvements.  If you have an interest in this area, we would appreciate you providing us with feedback.  A
quick online survey can be accessed from the LDS datasets or from here.
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https://www.lgga.org/
https://landinformationnz.au1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_2gYFwbXfDY1jm9n
https://data.linz.govt.nz/
https://www.lgga.org/newsletters
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LGGA held a competition with the prize being a ticket to the NZEUC conference, sponsored by Eagle  Technology.  Nav
Parmar was the winner.  We asked him to provide an article on his perspective of attending the conference.  Here are his
thoughts: 
 

 

NZ ESRI User Group Conference

As someone that is new to the GIS Industry, it was a great opportunity for
me to be able to attend the conference. The Monday plenary session
showcased to me the wide range of companies and organisations that now
see the benefit in using GIS. Coming from a smaller district council it was
interesting for me to be around GIS professionals from both private and
public organisations and see their ways of working. 
 

Nav Parmar I  GIS Officer I  Manawatu District Council
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With ArcGIS Online being our primary ESRI based product I tried to attend talks and demos based around AGOL.
These demonstrations were useful in seeing real world implementation of AGOL and gave me ideas around how it
could be better utilised at Manawatu District Council .
For example, I attended a talk from AsureQuality showcasing how the organisation dealt with the Fruit Fly spread
in Auckland using AGOL and gained insight into how it could be applied here at MDC in an emergency. I also
gained insight into areas where I felt we were under utilising AGOL such as the use of StoryMaps in Community
Collaboration. Following the conference, I was able to create a rough StoryMap to showcase a Plan Change that
was out for public feedback. Our current method of putting this out to the public requires the use of PDFs and
other information embedded in our website. With StoryMaps being able to handle the spatial information along
with written information, I thought this was a perfect opportunity to showcase StoryMaps' clean and simple
workflow.
I was also able to attend the Emerging Spatial Professionals NZ Pub quiz which gave me the opportunity to catch
up with old Uni friends that are also in the GIS field and to show off my conference badge. The conference hosts a
wealth of knowledge and I hope I get the opportunity to attend again in the future.

A crowd sourced nationally significant hazard dataset

– an opportunity for councils to contribute?
John Scott I Senior Advisor I Resilience Strategy & Research I Earthquake Commission 

Earthquakes in New Zealand may have had a devastating

effect on the Canterbury region in 2010 and 2011 but it

has led to a new era of geotechnical data sharing.

Councils, utility and infrastructure companies can

increasingly benefit in this sharing.  

Read on to find out about this opportunity and decide

whether your council might want to sign up to contribute

data. When the first earthquake struck Canterbury in

New Zealand September 2010 there was shock at the

scale of the damage and the geotechnical challenge of

recovery soon became apparent. To help aid the work,

the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority (CERA)

established the Canterbury Geotechnical Database

(CGD) to bring available geotechnical data together in

one system.  Click here to continue reading

 

 

https://www.lgga.org/single-post/2019/10/16/A-crowd-sourced-nationally-significant-hazard-dataset-%E2%80%93-an-opportunity-for-councils-to-contribute
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 The Land Transport Rule, Setting of Speed Limits
2017 (the Rule), divides the responsibility for, and
ownership of, speed limits between organisations
at both central and local government level.
 
Under the Rule, Road Controlling Authorities
(RCAs):

Set enforceable speed limits on roads
within their jurisdictions and publicly
available.

How does lunch on us sound?!

To enter, simply email your answer to the
question below to lgganewzealand@gmail.com
Use the subject line LGGA Brainteaser. The
first correct answer wins a lunch voucher.

New National Speed Limit Register (NSLR)
Oliver Reich I  Project Manager Research & Analytics Operations I  NZTA

Where in New Zealand was the

photo to the left taken in 1949? 

Be in to win a lunch on us when you enter into the
LGGA Imagery quiz Competition. 

New NSLR!!!   Meet your RCA requirements and maintain your data through the new geospatially enabled web
application.

Establish and maintain a publicly accessible register of speed limits that records the details of
all speed limits (except temporary speed limits) for their roads.

 
 
The Rule also requires the NZ Transport Agency to: 

Establish and maintain a speed limit register and
Make that register publicly available

 
This enables the RCAs to meet their obligation to provide a publicly accessible register of speed limits by providing
their speed limit data to the Transport Agency. The National Speed Limit Register (NSLR) project began in mid 2018
and is being developed by the Transport Agency, in collaboration with Abley Ltd and Eagle Technology. Click here to
continue reading this article
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https://www.lgga.org/single-post/2019/10/17/New-National-Speed-Limit-Register-NSLR
https://www.lgga.org/single-post/2019/10/17/New-National-Speed-Limit-Register-NSLR
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Contributors

Since the meeting Diana Ocsko from Hastings District Council has  resigned.  We thank Diana for her
contributions over the last couple of years.  We welcome Hellen Munro from Hawkes Bay Regional Council
back to the LGGA. Wendy Gomwe, Auckland Council started to assist the LGGA in 2017 to publish our
newsletters and to develop the LGGA website.  Her role has recently changed so she has decided to step down
from being on the Communications Team.  We want to thank Wendy for the sterling work and the creative
ideas that she contributed enabling us to have a good base on which to continue publishing newsletters and a
website that we can be proud of and continue to grow. 
 
In the past year Lidia van Kruiningen, Ecan, came onto the team to help with the workload.  She has done a
great job and we have appreciated her enthusiasm and willingness to explore how to do things.  Lidia has also
started a new role and has decided to step down. 
 
In Lidia's place we welcome Michaela Bould, Ecan, to the team. 
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If  you have any material you would like to
have considered for the website or the next
newsletter please be in contact.
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